
WOOD  CARE  GUIDE



LIVE EDGE WOOD

We make it a priority to build strong relationships with our customers and only source
quality material.  All of our live edge pieces are made for easy care and built to last.  Our
products are constructed and designed from wood that are carefully and professionally
dried.  Some of the material we have sourced has even been naturally dried, sitting for

sometimes 50+ years. This ensures there is little moisture in the wood before your piece
is complete and ready to use. 

Over time, you may notice your piece get cracks, twists and possibly have some colour
differences. This is completely normal and is part of the character of wood and is not
considered a defect in material.  Solid wood adjusts different times of the year to the
moisture content of the air and therefore will adjust to the moisture content of your

home and its surroundings. You may notice your slab furniture piece move slightly or
develop dips/curves.  The epoxy or resin fills may also lift slightly.  These movements are

also NORMAL. Furniture made with organic slab wood will have movement during its life
and this is just the nature and uniqueness of natural wood slab furniture.  It is not like

other solid wood furniture pieces. 

Keep in mind that wood does have a life of its own and even with proper measures
taken in the environment and by our team in the design process, you may notice some
movement.  Most customers just leave it alone and let it move naturally. After all, it is a

piece of nature!



CARE & CLEANING 

Caring for your beautiful and unique Live Edge Furniture is very straight forward. 

DAILY CLEANING
Wipe with a slightly damp cloth. You may use a bit of mild soap or

detergent but harsh chemicals are not recommended. Once cleaned, wipe with a dry cloth to
ensure no moisture is left. If you spill, wipe it up immediately. That's it! 

Your furniture will not stain easily, however spills left for long periods  or hot pots etc. can leave ring
marks or stain the colour.  Wipe spills immediately.  We recommend

using coasters and placemats for any table used for eating and drinking.  Do not chop or leave hot
pots etc. directly on the surface. 

POSITIONING
We recommend your piece not sit directly in the sunlight as light is not good for organic materials
and can cause changes in color and/or warping and cracking.  Also, apart from mantles, it should

not be too close to a fireplace as it will dry it out.

POLISHING
No polishing, staining, or coating is required. In fact, to keep the natural look, and have your

furniture for MANY years to come - just follow the simple cleaning instructions above.  It's a piece of
nature and doesn't need high maintenance.  

Where you do wish to polish your piece, we recommend Odie's Wood Oil. Instructions for use can
be found on the jar . 

AFTERCARE

If your live edge furniture piece purchased through us has a constructional issue and it is within 30
days of purchase, we will gladly repair any craftsmanship defects found free of charge.  We have

high standards and when creating our designs, our goal is to ensure we build these pieces to last a
lifetime.

Live Edge Sculpting does not offer refunds or exchanges on any purchases and all deposits are
non-refundable.

If at any time after delivery / collection of yourLive Edge Furniture, you have any questions about
maintenance, please feel free to contact our office on info@liveedgesculpting.com or 00 353 85

1447881 and we would be more than happy to help you.  
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